Regional Focus –

Northeast

Innovation and Incubation
Center Seeks to Manufacture Business Growth
By Tom Schuman

Visitors get an immediate
look at the NIIC Wall of Fame
identifying companies located
within the building.

I

ndiana’s manufacturing prowess is well documented. Northeast Indiana is a
regional champion in that area, with 35% of all employment manufacturing related.
Karl LaPan, president and CEO of the Northeast Indiana Innovation
Center (NIIC), wants to build on that history. He simply states, “If we
have 35% manufacturing here, why can’t we manufacture entrepreneurs?”
NIIC looks to do just that through utilizing two “I’s” – innovation
and incubation. Innovation not only involves new methods and processes,
but a changing of attitudes and perceptions about the way things are
done. Incubation offers a helpful, nurturing environment to young companies, allowing the
combined resources to be greater than the sum of the individual components.
The small, growing technology businesses of today
become the big companies of the future. The benefits along
the way are numerous:
• For every two jobs created in an incubator, a support job
is created in the community
• More than 84% of companies that move on from the
incubator environment remain in their home communities
• For start-up companies, 87% of incubator graduates are
in business five years later compared to an estimated 24%
of all businesses
• Companies leaving the incubator setting average 15 to 20
employees and sales of $1 to $2 million
Maclyn Parker, an attorney with Baker & Daniels in
Fort Wayne and actively involved in economic development
efforts locally and statewide, says the area has a strong
entrepreneurial history. He lists televisions, washing
machines and gasoline pumps among the innovations that
originated in the city.
“Fort Wayne does have a rich background in entrepreneurial activities,” he notes. “That’s
something the Innovation Center is trying to tap into.”

Program potpourri
NIIC works to assist companies and the community through four programs:

Signage on the walls at the NIIC
prompted the idea for the cover
of this issue. Cover photograph by
Kurt Hostetler, design by Tony Spataro.
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• The core incubator, currently housed in a building donated by Raytheon, opened its doors on
August 25, 2001. It is home to more than a dozen young technology companies. NIIC provides
the infrastructure and assistance that allows the businesses to focus on surviving the often difficult
early years and growing their enterprises
Lee Kelso of BBK Group, telecommunications cost control and management specialists,
says, “It’s nice to be able to walk in, sit down and start doing business without worrying about
infrastructure, about leasing copiers and other things. We should be able to grow faster.”
Up to 500 visitors come through the incubation center during a typical three-month period.
Monthly luncheons feature speakers on such topics as intellectual property rights or marketing
tools and tactics.
“We have access to a number of contacts we normally wouldn’t reach,” claims Stan Adams
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of Indiana Data Center, the city’s broadband services partner
and a provider of wireless business solutions. “Once we get
opportunities to talk to these people, it’s surprising how much
work comes out of those situations.”
• The Center for Entrepreneurial Excellence not only offers
services to affiliate companies not located within the incubator,
but extends into education, college curriculum and technology
transfer initiatives
Fort Wayne does not have the typical research university
prowess associated with many incubators (Purdue and RoseHulman are Indiana examples, with many others nationally
and internationally). NIIC does partner with area colleges and
universities – including Indiana Purdue Fort Wayne, Ivy Tech,
Taylor, Tri-State, Saint Francis and others.
“The No. 1 thing we do in that area is internships, letting
students put into practice what they learn,” explains LaPan,
adding that interns do everything from strategic planning to
marketing and innovation evaluation. “The nice thing here is
they see it all, from the nonprofit Innovation Center to the
for-profit businesses.”
If a grant proposal comes through, that involvement could
be taken to the next level with students actually operating a
business based at NIIC.
The second area of university focus is curriculum development.
Taylor University classes on entrepreneurship and business
development have taken place at the incubator facility. An
entrepreneur class has been developed as part of the MBA
program at IPFW, and a partnership with Tri-State University
is expected to lead to an incubator branch in Angola.

Steve Zavodny, left, of J&S Resource Management confers with Karl LaPan.

“This deals with the entrepreneurial mindset. What we’re
doing is giving learning a destination. We’re setting up a future
pipeline of potential entrepreneurs,” LaPan asserts, citing
statistics that 70% of high school students have an interest in
starting a business, but only 4% actually do so.

• A biomedical research center is an effort to take advantage
of an already strong regional asset. Five hospitals in the
Fort Wayne area and the strong orthopedics industry in
Warsaw are just part of the story. LaPan says Fort Wayne
ranks second to Indianapolis in the percentage of the state’s
health care industry (7%)
The primary objective is research that forges partnerships
between the public and private sectors. A grant from the
Parkview Hospital Foundation makes NIIC the organization
that brings together local experts to study ways to increase the
quality and safety of patient care in the Cardiovascular
Informatics Project.
LaPan: “Biotechnology is an area of growth, but it needs
• The Digital Kids Initiative engages young people in the world
to be very targeted. We’ll work in areas of demonstrated
of possibilities presented by science, technology and innovation.
expertise, to enhance what we already have. Our value is
Partnerships with community-based youth agencies are the
helping to retain what we have. We can be the project manager,
key to the program.
coordinating the pieces to do it faster, cheaper and better
Lee Kelso of BBK Group leads a session with students from Fort Wayne’s
than if the work was taken out of state.”
Bishop Dwenger High School.

Paying the price
Innovation and incubation do not come without a price.
NIIC did benefit from an early 21st Century Research and
Technology Fund grant, and the state did make land available
for a planned main campus that would feature a 35,000square-foot biomedical center. When the building is
constructed and what future programs are offered, however,
depend on local fund-raising efforts.
“Good ideas go nowhere if the money is not there,”
LaPan theorizes. “This state is not rich in capital formation.
Incubation needs state investment and federal investment.
Foundations and corporations can’t do it alone.
“This state focuses on basic needs. The longer we focus
on basic needs, the further we will fall behind.”
Parker notes that Indiana trails many other states –
North Carolina, Alabama and Georgia to name a few – in
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Contemporary conference
facilities, room wizard
reservation systems and
colorful decorations make
for an efficient and enjoyable
work environment.

embracing the incubator
concept.
“Many of these other
states’ efforts are state funded
or federally funded,” he
asserts. “In Indiana, we do
most of these things with
substantial amounts of private
investment. Sometimes it
takes us longer to get things
off the ground that way.”
LaPan, who came to Fort Wayne in 1994 after working for
General Electric, says the venture capital tax credit passed in the
2002 legislative session was a good step. An incubator bill that was
passed, but not funded, doesn’t provide any assistance. And NIIC
can’t benefit from certified technical parks legislation that requires
the presence of a tax base (typically retail outlets) to receive assistance.
Meanwhile, the Central Indiana Life Sciences Initiative is just that –
focused on the West Lafayette to Indianapolis to Bloomington corridor.
“We can learn from what works well and what doesn’t and try
to apply it to northeast Indiana,” LaPan says. “But we have to have
our own regional strategy. One of the challenges for this state is that it’s not enough to enhance
one part of the state. We have to make sure we’re all growing together.”
NIIC has received strong support from local government, foundations and corporations.
Passionate leaders “from all walks of life” are making hoped-for changes a reality.
Fort Wayne, like other regions, is dominated by small companies. Eighty-three percent of
businesses have 20 or fewer employees; 57% have four or fewer employees.
“Our community is focused on the fact that we have a shrinking asset (in manufacturing).
We either have to leverage our asset – get high value into the manufacturing aspect – or abdicate,”
according to LaPan. “We realize our economy needs diversification, and the community has
really come together.”

Team effort
True to its incubation name, the companies can work together to move the economy forward.
The Indiana Data Center’s Adams relates that his company is heavily involved in
videoconferencing and having the local network in place to take advantage of such technology.
Adaptive Microware is another company partnering in that project.
Kelso’s BBK Group also has a key role.
They’re not in the business to find a telecommunications vendor, but we are,” Kelso says.
“We can go into the market and find an alternative carrier.”
The result: Each company is able to concentrate on what it does best, producing increased
efficiency and improved results. Adams puts it this way: “The synergies allow all of our businesses
to grow a lot faster.”
LaPan hopes those companies grow and the organization’s programs flourish well enough for
NIIC to be considered for the National Business Incubation Association’s Incubator of the Year award.
“It’s a peer evaluation,” he says, “an external validation that we’ve embraced and delivered on the
best practices of incubators and done something to raise the level of awareness and achievement.”
If that consideration, and/or award come to fruition, Fort Wayne and all of northeast
Indiana will be the big winners.

INFORMATION LINK

Resources: Northeast Indiana Innovation Center at (260) 407-6442 or www.niic.net
Indiana Data Center at (260) 407-7474 or www.inddc.com
BBK Group at (260) 437-6197 or www.bbkgroup.net.
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